The effect of relative humidity on the physical properties of two melibiose monohydrate batches with differing particle size distributions and surface properties.
Melibiose monohydrate has shown promise when employed as a pharmaceutical excipient, but its physical properties have not been adequately characterized. Therefore, two different melibiose monohydrate batches were analyzed as received or after storage under different relative humidity (RH) atmospheres. The particle size distributions and specific surface areas of the two batches were shown to differ considerably, which also had an effect on their water sorption tendencies and on the intermolecular structure of melibiose after storage. The relatively large primary particles that were more abundant in one of the batches were shown to possess a porous surface structure, and water evaporation from them occurred in two phases when heated. Furthermore, storing the batch with smaller mean particle size under dry conditions affected the crystal structure and molecular vibrations of the sample more than in the case of the batch with larger mean particle size. It was concluded that the physical properties of melibiose monohydrate after storage at different RH atmospheres is largely governed by the primary particle size and porosity.